


IT’S TEA
o’ clock



from 1 pm until 5 pm  
 

assortment of seasonal changing 
heartwarming delights, sandwiches, 

sweet pleasures like scones and other 
french pastries, as well as homemade 

spreads and jams 
 
 

135 CHF including one glass of Gusbourne    
105 CHF including one glass of Copenhagen 

sparkling tea

GRACE 
afternoon tea



from 1 pm until 5 pm 
 

a selection of scones, served with 
clotted cream and jam 

 
 

99 CHF including one glass of Gusbourne   
69 CHF including one glass of Copenhagen 

sparkling tea

GRACE 
cream tea



from 1 pm until 5 pm 
 
 

filled with delightful sandwiches, sweet 
treats like scones, and other yummy 

pastries, homemade spreads and jams 
that change with the seasons 

 
39 CHF

KIDS 
afternoon tea



PLEASURE 
WITHOUT

 CHAMPAGNE
is purely artificial. 

OSCAR WILDE



 rosé 
GUSBOURNE, KENT, ENGLAND 

30 CHF | GLASS 
166 CHF | BOTTLE

 reserve brut 
GUSBOURNE, KENT, ENGLAND 

25 CHF | GLASS 
136 CHF | BOTTLE

bubbles

blå 
SPARKLING TEA COMPANY, COPENHAGEN, 

DENMARK 
10 CHF | GLASS 

65 CHF | BOTTLE

the other tea



sauvignon blanc grace edition 2021 
MANFRED MEIER, BÜNDNER HERRSCHAFT, 

SWITZERLAND 
19 CHF | GLASS

105 CHF | BOTTLE

chardonnay 2022 
ERICH MEIER, ZÜRICH, SWITZERLAND 

23 CHF | GLASS 
125 CHF | BOTTLE

 riesling paradiesgarten 2021
VON WINNING, PFALZL, GERMANY 

CHF 15 | GLASS
81 CHF | BOTTLE

white



pinot noir grace edition 2020
MANFRED MEIER, BÜNDNER HERRSCHAFT,  

SWITZERLAND 
CHF 18  | GLASS 
99 CHF | BOTTLE 

 le serre nuove 2020
TENUTA ORNELLAIA, TUSCANY, ITALY 

CHF 27  | GLASS 
148 CHF | BOTTLE

château carmenère 2018
CHÂTEAU CARMENÈRE, BORDEAUX, FRANCE 

CHF 17  | GLASS
94 CHF | BOTTLE

rioja 2019
EL PUNTIDO, RIOJA, SPAIN 

CHF 24  | GLASS 
155 CHF | BOTTLE

red



A taste of St. Moritz‘s history, 
Glattfelder tea isn‘t just a beverage; it‘s 

a tradition, a journey through time.  
Whether you yearn for the soothing 
embrace of herbal chamomile or the 

invigorating notes of Swiss peppermint, 
we have a tea to match your mood and 

desires. 

 
CHF 12 each portion

HERBAL TEAS  
BY GLATTFELDER



MARGNA
VERBENA, LEMON BALM, ELDERFLOWERS 

In the sunny Puschlaver Valley lies a sun-kissed 
herb garden, from which only the strongest and 

most pristine leaves make their way into the harvest 
basket.

ALLEGRA
APPLE MINT, ORANGE MINT, LADY‘S MANTLE, 

LEMON BALM, CORNFLOWERS 

A poem of nature with the finest ingredients from 
the organic mountain herb gardens of the Grison 

Alps. Soothing, invigorating, and with a captivating 
fragrance. 

CHAMOMILE
A sunny tea, whose rich yellow color reminds one of 
chamomile blossoms. Gentle and benevolent, this 

tea relaxes and soothes both body and soul. 

LINDEN FLOWERS
This timeless tea classic is said to have a cozy, 

relaxing effect. The honey-like scent is enchanting, 
and the taste is sweet.

PEPPERMINT
Fascinates with its incomparably intense flavor and 

the invigorating scent of pure Swiss peppermint.  
A refreshing delight for all the senses.

ROSE HIPS WITH HIBISCUS FLOWERS 
This classic union combines hand-picked, naturally 
sweet rose hips with the fruity freshness of select 

red hibiscus flowers. A fascinating treat for lovers of 
fruit teas. 

VERBENA
Organically grown verbena from Morocco with a 

wonderfully refreshing flavor. The tea has a relaxing 
effect and a beguiling, lemony note.



Mariage Frères’ tea offering is the 
largest on the planet: 

a selection of over 800 references 
from 36 tea-producing countries with 
every type of tea represented (white 
teas, yellow teas, green teas, black 

teas, blue teas, red teas, matured teas, 
compressed teas, crafted teas, blended 

teas...)

Mariage Frères is considered an expert 
in the composition of 

«mélanges». Their blends, executed in 
the tradition of erudite and enigmatic 
perfumes, are the cornerstone of its 

ancestral 
savoir-faire. 

 
 

12 CHF each portion 

MARIAGE 
FRÈRES



 
 

MARCO POLO
FRUITY & FLOWERY MARVEL

The most legendary of flavoured teas will take you to 
distant lands und unforeseen territories. Fragrances 

evoking Chinese and Tibetian flowers lend it a 
uniquely velvety taste.

MARCO POLO SUBLIME
BEWITCHING FRUITY LEGEND

Mariage Frères’ most legendary tea is now available 
in a Haute Couture version. This infusion is a 

fascinating invitation to discovery of a sublime 
composition.

WEDDING IMPERIAL
CHOCOLATY & CARAMELY CELEBRATION

This glamorous blend is steeped in the passion that 
weds the malty power of golden Assam tea leaves to 

the sweetness of notes of chocolate and caramel.

FRENCH BREAKFAST TEA
ELEGANT & REFINED FOR BREAKFAST

This blend of grand and elegant black teas offers a 
brew with a round taste, both chocolatey and malty, 

and structured flavour, powerful and refined.

COVENT GARDEN MORNING 
HAZELNUTTY LUSHNESS

A blend of luscious black teas evoking rich hazelnut. 
The liquor unleashes warm and reassuring tones, 

sustained by smooth, generous flavours.

 
PARIS-SHANGHAÏ 

THÉ NOIR 
The notes of fruit and desserts deposited there as 

an offering are summed up in this fragrant tea where 
aromatic wisps get lost in the maze of alleyways that 

break up the city and enchant the traveler. 
 

black



 
 

EMPEREUR CHEN-NUNG
WELL-BALANCED & SOFT THÉ NOIR FUMÉ

Named after the Chinese emperor who discovered 
tea in 2737 BC, this majestic blend has a subtle 

aroma with a delicate, slightly smoky flavour.

EARL GREY IMPERIAL
BERGAMOT MEETS DARJEELING

A grand tea among the most famous flavoured teas. 
This ‚Earl Grey Imperial‘ is made with the best 

Darjeeling tea and is exquisitely flavoured with fine 
bergamot.

BOLÉRO
FRUITY AROMAS OF THE FRENCH RIVIERA

This refreshing blend with aromas of Mediterranean 
fruits with a velvety taste will carry you off to glitzy 

and glamourous French Riviera.

ÉROS
FLOWERY TEA FOR LOVERS

A blend for lovers, flavoured with hibiscus and 
mallow flowers. Not only lovers will enjoy the 

seductive taste of this divine brew.

PLEINE LUNE
THE SPLENDOUR OF A FULL MOON

Inspired by that heavenly body and the realm of 
dreams, this poetic blend combines fragrances 

evoking the feast of the full moon: fruits, rare spices, 
and the sweet taste of almonds.

MONTAGNE D’OR
SWEET FRUITY FLAVOURS FROM THE GOLDEN 

MOUNTAINS
The aroma is bright and profuse with a bouquet of 
flavors, including lychee, ripe mango, Bengal apple, 

brightened by safflower, rose, and marigold. Another 
magical mountain.

black



 
 

HABIBI TEA 
GOURMET BLACK TEA, ROSE LYCHEE AND 

ORANGE BLOSSOM
With irresistibly sweet notes of rose lychee and 

orange blossom, a love story begins at the very first 
sip of this sensual tea. 

SEXY TEA 
GOURMET BLACK TEA WITH SEDUCTIVE NOTES OF 

RED BERRIES
An intensely fruity black tea with ultra-tasty red 

berries. The palate is dense and sweet, energized 
by a tangy touch. You come out of it charmed and 

charming!

I HAVE A DREAM 
GOURMET BLACK TEA WITH SPARKLING CITRUS 

NOTES
In this rainbow composition, are interlaced fantasy 
with reverie and created a black tea gushing with 

citrus – lemon, orange, lime, grapefruit, mandarine, 
yuzu… - flowing, sparkling, brimming with notes of 

invigorating freshness. 

LOVE STORY 
GOURMET BLACK TEA WITH ENVELOPING FRUITY 

& FLOWERY NOTES
Love Story is a beautiful declaration of love – its joie 
de vivre, its gastronomy, its romantic charm – in the 
form of a seductive gourmet black tea with accents 

of velvety, fruity and flowery notes. 

BEAUTIFUL TEA 
GOURMET BLACK TEA WITH FRUITY NOTE OF 

POMEGRANATE
This beautiful black tea has caught in its net juicy 

ruby red pomegranates: sweet and tart, refreshing, 
with fruity energizing citrus notes and scattered with 

cornflower petals. 
 
 

black



 

THÉ À L’OPÉRA
EULOGY TO SENSUALITY

The refinement of tea meets the melodic beauty of 
opera: A distinguished green tea has been enhanced 
with the subtle fragrance of red berries and precious 

spices.

THÉ DES IMPRESSIONNISTES
DELIGHT OF IMPRESSIONIST ARTISTS

This green tea, scented with mild spices and white 
flowers, is also dotted with mallow flowers as a visual 
echo of the dazzling and powerful fragrance that fills 

the mouth.

VERT PROVENCE
THE TASTE OF PROVENCE

A grand green tea with a slightly grassy scent, 
blended with fruits from Provence, dominated by ripe 

red and black berries, creating an intense bouquet 
supported by the warm aroma of mellow lavender 

and the sweetness of rose petals.

SWEET SHANGHAÏ
A CELEBRATION TO SHANGHAI

A blended green tea with exotic fruits to create a 
cup simultaneously stimulating and mild, sweet and 
fruity, with aromatic and pleasantly perfumed grace-

notes.

CASABLANCA
FLAVOURS OF THE ORIENT

A fine marriage of green tea with mint and bergamot-
flavoured tea. The taste of a sunny summer can also 

be enjoyed in wintertime.

BANGKOK-NEW YORK 
Thé vert

green



WHITE RHAPSODY
A SYMPHONY IN WHITE

Tender, sensual and fragrant: A beautiful white tea 
with gourmet aromas of ripe fruits and dashing 

flowers. The delicate perfume of dew-kissed peony 
blends with summery nuances evoking peach, 

apricot and fig.

white

ROUGE BOURBON
MELLOW FRENCH VANILLA TASTE

Flavoured with vanilla, this red rooibos displays 
great finesse with a delicate aroma and a subtle 

taste. This tea is 100 % theine-free.

roiboos



TEA BOUTIQUE 
bring your favorite tea home



MARCO POLO     35 CHF
 

MARCO POLO SUBLIME   35 CHF
 
WEDDING IMPERIAL   35 CHF 

FRENCH BREAKFAST TEA  35 CHF

COVENT GARDEN MORNING  35 CHF

EMPEREUR CHEN-NUNG  35 CHF

EARL GREY IMPERIAL   35 CHF

BOLÉRO      35 CHF

ÉROS      35 CHF

PLEINE LUNE    35 CHF

MONTAGNE D’OR   35 CHF 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

THÉ À L’OPÉRA    35 CHF

THÉ DES IMPRESSIONNISTES 35 CHF

VERT PROVENCE   35 CHF

SWEET SHANGHAÏ   35 CHF
 

CASABLANCA    35 CHF

 
 

MARIAGE 
FRÈRES

black

green



40 CHF  
 

HABIBI TEA Thé noir 
SEXY TEA Thé noir

I HAVE A DREAM Thé noir
LOVE STORY Thé noir

BEAUTIFUL TEA Thé noir

beautiful tea for beautiful people

40 CHF 
 

PARIS-SHANGHAÏ Thé noir 
BANGKOK-NEW YORK Thé vert

voyage tea collection

55 CHF 
 

SUMMER SNOW
DELICIOUS FOR SUMMER… AND THE REST 

OF THE YEAR 
A smooth, green tea with sweet scents of wild 
berries, both red and black, plus a fresh, sharp 
touch of lemon: This exotic new iced tea is as 

refreshing as the eternal snows. 
 
 

FLOWER SUMMER
The ‘flower power’ of this composition draws 
its strength from the bewitching sensuality of 
hibiscus flowers, echoed by elegant notes of 
orchid, vivacious bursts of orange blossom 

and gourmet tones of cherry blossom. Magical 
blue flowers blend into the composition and 

colour the iced tea with their fascinating shade 
that shimmers and evolves throughout the 

infusion.

iced tea



ROUGE BOURBON    35 CHF

 
WHITE RHAPSODY    35 CHF 

 
 

 

MARIAGE 
FRÈRES

roiboos

white

All prices are in Swiss Francs and include VAT. 
Our employees are happy to inform you about ingredients in our dishes that may cause allergies or intolerances on request.


